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We consider robust (undirected) network design (RND) problems where the set of feasible demands may be given by an
arbitrary convex body. This model, introduced by Ben-Ameur and Kerivin [Ben-Ameur W, Kerivin H (2003) New economical
virtual private networks. Comm. ACM 46(6):69–73], generalizes the well-studied virtual private network (VPN) problem. Most
research in this area has focused on constant factor approximations for specific polytope of demands, such as the class of
hose matrices used in the definition of VPN. As pointed out in Chekuri [Chekuri C (2007) Routing and network design with
robustness to changing or uncertain traffic demands. SIGACT News 38(3):106–128], however, the general problem was only
known to be APX-hard (based on a reduction from the Steiner tree problem). We show that the general robust design is hard
to approximate to within polylogarithmic factors. We establish this by showing a general reduction of buy-at-bulk network
design to the robust network design problem. Gupta pointed out that metric embeddings imply an O4logn5-approximation
for the general RND problem, and hence this is tight up to polylogarithmic factors.
In the second part of the paper, we introduce a natural generalization of the VPN problem. In this model, the set of feasible
demands is determined by a tree with edge capacities; a demand matrix is feasible if it can be routed on the tree. We give a
constant factor approximation algorithm for this problem that achieves factor of 8 in general, and 2 for the case where the
tree has unit capacities. As an application of this result, we consider so-called H -tope demand polytopes. These correspond
to demands which are routable in some graph H . We show that the corresponding RND problem has an O415-approximation
if H admits a stochastic constant-distortion embedding into tree metrics.
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MSC2000 subject classification : Primary: 90B18; secondary: 68M10, 90C35, 90C27
OR/MS subject classification : Primary: networks/graphs: theory
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1. Introduction. Robust network design considers the problem of designing a network, by buying bandwidth
on some underlying undirected graph G= 4V 1E5, to support some set of valid demands. By a “demand,” we
mean simply a prescription of the traffic requirements of the network at some moment; between any pair of
nodes, the needed bandwidth is specified. So we may represent a demand by a matrix Dij , indexed by nodes,
and the set or universe of valid demands as a set of such matrices; the universe is assumed to be given. Subject
to the constraint that all demands in the universe be routable, our goal is to minimize the cost of the network;
we may buy arbitrary amounts of bandwidth on any network edge, and pay for each unit of bandwidth. We will
use the term robust network design (RND) to refer to this optimization problem.
This model is motivated by situations where the traffic across the network is variable, or not known precisely.
The primary application is to communication networks; the goal is to create a “virtual private network” (VPN) on
top of some underlying network. To guarantee service requirements, we must reserve capacity on this network for
our exclusive use. The model, in the generality described above, was introduced by Ben-Ameur and Kerivin [3];
for a certain important special class of valid demands, it was introduced earlier by Fingerhut et al. [11] and
Duffield et al. [7].
Since our network must potentially satisfy multiple demand matrices, we must also define how routings are
allowed to change as demands vary. We can obviously achieve the cheapest network if routings are allowed to
be fractional and may be recomputed for each new demand matrix; call this the dynamic robust network design
problem. However, this is generally not practical. Instead we restrict attention to the oblivious routing model,
where each pair i, j ∈ V must fix a path Pij ahead of time. This specifies what we call the solution template.
Subsequently, if we must support a matrix D, then for each i, j , we send Dij units of flow along Pij . For such
a template, the capacity required on edge e is the maximum load put on e by one of the valid matrices in the
universe. Hence the optimization problem is to find a template for which the appropriately weighted sum of
these maximum loads is minimized. (There is also a middle way; in multipath oblivious routing, the template
consists of unit flows fij for each pair i1 j ∈ V ; this flow specifies in what proportions demand from i to j is
fractionally routed. This version of robust network design is polynomially solvable as long as we can optimize
over the universe (see Ben-Ameur and Kerivin [3]), and will not concern us in this paper.)
We mention that design criteria besides total cost are also possible. In particular, designing the network to
have minimum maximum edge congestion has been the focus of intense study dating back to classical work on
parallel computation (e.g., Valiant [27]) and reaching to more recent breakthroughs of Räcke [24].
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Research on robust network design has focused on special classes of demand universes, as will be discussed
further below. As pointed out in Chekuri [6], however, the approximability status for robust design with general
polytopes had not been resolved. Our first result shows that it is hard to approximate the optimal solution within
polylogarithmic factors (under appropriate complexity assumptions). We show this by demonstrating that the
buy-at-bulk network design problem can be obtained as a special case of robust network design. Previously,
RND was only known to be APX-hard (since the Steiner tree problem is easily seen to be a special case). Our
hardness result is tight up to polylog factors, since an O4logn5 factor approximation is known based on metric
tree embeddings (Gupta [16]; cf. Chekuri [6], Goyal et al. [13]).
Our negative result gives further motivation for considering special classes of demand universes. So far,
relatively few universes have been considered. The most studied are the hose-demands, introduced by Fingerhut
et al. [11] and Duffield et al. [7]. These come in both a symmetric and asymmetric flavour; we withhold
discussion of the asymmetric version until later. In the symmetric hose model, the demand universe is given as
H=
{
Dij
∣∣∣ ∑
j∈V
Dij ≤ b4i5 ∀ i ∈ V
}
0
Here, b4i5 is called the marginal for node i; in other words, it gives an upper bound on the amount of traffic
allowed to terminate at this node. The demands are viewed as undirected: Dij =Dji represents a single demand
between i and j . The virtual private network (VPN) problem is the minimum cost robust network design problem
for the class H. One primary motivation is the situation where each terminal connects into the main network via
a link (the “hose”) of limited capacity; the goal is to be able to route any demand that can fit through the hoses.
The VPN problem was shown to have a 2-approximation algorithm independently in Fingerhut et al. [11],
Gupta et al. [17]. The algorithm works as follows. Consider taking each node w ∈ V as a potential hub node.
Then, for each other node v, route b4v5 units of flow to w on a shortest path tree T centered at w; pick the
cheapest of such solutions. It is clear that the resulting capacitated tree (call it the VPN tree) is a feasible
solution. It was conjectured (Italiano et al. [21]) that the optimal solution was in fact such a tree (making
the VPN problem polytime solvable). This was resolved positively in Goyal et al. [12], building on work in
Grandoni et al. [14] (the conjecture had earlier been proved for ring networks and some other special cases
(Hurkens et al. [20])).
In the second part of this paper, we propose and study a generalization of the symmetric hose model. In addi-
tion to a network G= 4V 1E5, we are given a capacitated tree T with leaf set W ⊆ V ; there is no other restriction
on T . The tree T naturally defines a demand universe UT (the T -tope) consisting of all demands that are routable
on T . That is, simultaneously routing Dij units between i and j in T , for each i < j , should not overload the
capacity, denoted by b4e5, of any edge e ∈E4T 5. We call the new class of demand matrices tree-demands. Note
that if we take T to be a star with center node v, then the set of tree-demands is just the class of hose matrices,
with the marginal of terminal i given by b4iv5.
We observe another interpretation of T -topes in terms of cuts. Any demand matrix D can be alternatively
specified by a weighted complete graph on the terminals, with edge uv having weight Duv; we call this the
demand graph. The VPN model can be interpreted as imposing singleton cut constraints on this graph: we must
be able to route all demands such that for any u ∈W , the weight of the cut 48u95 in the demand graph does
not exceed its marginal b4u5. It is natural to study universes defined by more general cut families; each cut in
a given family has a maximum capacity, and a demand is valid as long as it does not violate any of these cut
constraints. Tree-demands correspond exactly to the case where the cuts form a nested family; see Figure 1.
The extra generality of this class of universes can be used to more accurately define the requirements of a
network, such as a VPN, potentially yielding a much cheaper final network. For instance, if there is a natu-
ral grouping of the terminals, such that the communication requirement within each group is larger than the
requirement between groups, then a tree demand universe can be chosen that captures this information.
In §3 we describe an algorithm which computes a routing template that induces a network whose cost is
at most 8 times the optimal robust design for UT ; this is improved to a factor of 2 for the unit capacity case.
The algorithm generalizes the algorithm for the hose model described above. It essentially finds the best possible
way to “embed” T into the graph, where each internal node of T is mapped somewhere in the graph, and edges
of the tree are mapped to shortest paths between the endpoints.
Our proofs actually imply something stronger than just an approximation guarantee for the oblivious RND
problem. They show that the proposed algorithm returns a solution which costs at most a factor of 8 larger than
the optimal solution with dynamic fractional routing. This is again improved to 2 in the case of unit capacities,
which is best possible; even in the hose case, the gap between oblivious and dynamic routing can be arbitrarily
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Figure 1. An interpretation of tree-demands in terms of cuts in the demand graph.
close to 2. Note that for arbitrary universes, the gap between oblivious and dynamic routing can be as large as
ä4logn5 (Goyal et al. [13]).
A natural further extension of the class of tree demand polytopes is to consider demands routable on some
given graph. Let H be an arbitrary capacitated graph, except that some subset of its vertices are associated
with the terminal set W . We can define a polytope (the H -tope) by the set of demands that are routable on H .
In §4 we show that for certain classes of graphs H , our 8-approximation can be extended to give constant factor
approximations for H -topes.
Other related work. In the asymmetric hose model (which can be shown to strictly generalize the symmetric
model via a simple transformation), terminals are divided into senders and receivers. In addition to hose con-
straints as in the symmetric version, all demand goes between senders and receivers; i.e., Dij = 0 if i and j are
both senders or both receivers. This problem (unlike the symmetric version) is NP-hard (it contains the Steiner
tree as a special case). A randomized constant-approximation algorithm for the robust design problem for the
class of asymmetric hose matrices is given in Gupta et al. [18], and the approximation factor has been improved
in a number of works (Eisenbrand and Grandoni [8], Eisenbrand et al. [9], Grandoni and Rothvoß [15]). Note
that while the asymmetric hose model generalizes the symmetric one, it is not comparable to the class of tree
demands considered in this paper.
Eisenbrand and Happ [10] consider the following generalization of the hose model. The terminal set W is
partitioned into some number of groups W11W21 : : : 1Wk. Each terminal has a marginal, as in the usual hose
model. The demand universe is simply the set of hose demands for which Dij = 0 for all i, j in the same group.
In particular, the case of two groups corresponds to the asymmetric hose model. They demonstrate a constant
factor approximation algorithm.
In Shepherd and Winzer [26], an application of the hose model to optical networking is described. They first
remark that the capacitated VPN tree described above has enough edge capacity to route all the hose matrices
with an oblivious routing template that is more wasteful than the tree template. The hub template defines the
path Pij as the union of i’s path to the root (or hub) w with j’s path to w. (The path may be nonsimple.) The
motivation for a hub template is that one may now set up cost-efficient optical fixed paths from each terminal
to the hub w, avoiding expensive routing equipment. Typically, several hubs are chosen to avoid a single point
of failure. Intuitively, the best choice of hub(s) consists of nodes in the center of a network, but this requires
that all traffic, local or not, must route to a centralized region. In Shepherd and Winzer [26] it is left open to
compare the costs of routing architectures based on some form of “hierarchical hubbing.” One possible algorithm
needed for such a comparison is a simple extension of the hierarchical hubbing subroutine used in the present
paper (see §3.2).
1.1. Model and definitions. A general instance of robust network design consists of an undirected graph
G= 4V 1E5, where each edge e ∈E has an associated nonnegative cost c4e5, and a demand universe U⊂V×V+ .
The edge cost c4e5 represents the per-unit cost of bandwidth reserved on edge e. In the remainder, we use
dG4u1 v5 (or just d4u1 v5) to denote the length of a shortest path between u and v using the cost vector c. We
will use the notation 1A to denote the indicator function of a predicate A.
A solution to an RND instance is specified by a routing template P = 8Pij  i1 j ∈ V 9, where Pij is an i− j-
path. Once this routing template has been specified, we can determine the required capacity on any edge e: it is
given by the maximum load that can be induced by a valid demand; i.e.,
u4e5= max
D∈U
∑
i1 j∈W2e∈Pij
Dij 0 (1)
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The cost of the solution is then simply
C4P5=∑
e∈E
c4e5u4e50
It follows immediately from (1) that only the convex hull of U is relevant, and so we will always take U to
be convex; typically it is a polyhedron. In addition, we require that the U is separable; i.e., there is a polytime
algorithm to solve its separation problem. If not, even determining the capacity requirement for a given solution
is intractable.
In general, demand from i to j and demand from j to i may be considered as distinct. In some situations, it
makes sense to consider demand to be undirected, making these two demands indistinguishable. We say then
that the RND problem is symmetric. This may be embedded into the general RND framework by taking the
universe to consist only of lower triangular matrices. However, for notational convenience, when we are in this
setting we will take Dij = Dji, both referring to the undirected demand between i and j . Similarly, Pij = Pji
refers to the same path. Our lower bound construction in §2, as well as the tree demand universes in §3, are
both symmetric.
For convenience, we may also specify a subset W of the nodes of G as terminals; demand will always be
between terminals, and so we may consider that demand matrices are indexed only by W .
2. An equivalence between robust and buy-at-bulk network design. The uniform buy-at-bulk problem is
defined as follows. We are given an undirected graph G with nonnegative edge lengths c4e5, as well as a single
nonnegative, increasing, and concave price function f , with f 405 = 0. A number of demand pairs s1t11 s2t21
: : : 1 sktk are also given. A solution must reserve enough capacity on each edge so that all the demand pairs may
route simultaneously along selected paths Pi between si and ti. The cost of an edge e in the solution, however,
is given by c4e5f 4xe5, where xe is the number of Pi containing e. Since f is concave, buying a large capacity
on a single edge may be much cheaper than buying small capacities on many edges. For example, choosing
f 4x5= min8x119 recovers the Steiner tree problem.
In this section, we show that the uniform buy-at-bulk network design problem can be simulated by a robust
network design problem over an appropriately chosen universe. This allows us to use a seminal result of
Andrews [2]:
The uniform buy-at-bulk network design problem cannot be approximated to within a factor of ì4log1/4− n5 for any
 > 0, assuming that NP 6⊂ ZPTIME4npolylogn5.
(Note that the buy-at-bulk problem is defined on an undirected graph; strong hardness results for directed graphs
are easy to show.)
We begin with an instance of uniform buy-at-bulk. From this, we will construct an instance of robust network
design with a polytope that can be described very simply, and separated in polynomial time. Combining this with
the above result of Andrews [2], we immediately obtain that RND is hard to approximate to within ì4log1/4− n5
for any  > 0, under the appropriate complexity assumptions.
Let ç be the set of permutations of the integers 1 through k. For any  ∈ç, define the demand matrix D by
Duv =
{
f 4i5− f 4i − 15 if 8u1 v9= 8si1 ti9 for some 1 ≤ i≤ k1
0 otherwise.
(2)
Now define the polytope B as
B 2= conv8D 2  ∈ç90 (3)
Theorem 1. The buy-at-bulk problem on graph G with lengths c4e5 and cost function f 4 · 5, has the same
optimum as the robust optimization problem on the same instance where B is used for the demand polytope.
In addition, the optimal routings are the same.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary solution template given by siti paths Pi for each 1 ≤ i≤ k. Let le be the number
of demand pairs which use edge e on their path. Then for any edge e, the cost of this edge in the buy-at-bulk
instance is c4e5f 4le5. In the robust instance, the required capacity u4e5 is
u4e5 2= max
D∈B
∑
i2 e∈Pi
Dsiti
= max
∈ç
k∑
i=1
1e∈Pi4f 4i5− f 4i − 1551
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since the maximum occurs at a vertex of the polytope. But since f is concave, the differences f 4j5− f 4j − 15
decrease as j increases. So we have that
k∑
i=1
1e∈Pi4f 4i5− f 4i − 155 ≤
le∑
i=1
f 4i5− f 4i− 15
= f 4le50
In fact, we have equality, from any permutation  that maps 8i2 e ∈ Pi9 to 81121 : : : 1 le9. Thus the amount paid
for the reservation of edge e is c4e5u4e5= c4e5f 4le5, exactly the cost in the buy-at-bulk instance.
It remains to show that this choice of demand universe can be separated. This follows immediately from the
following claim.
Claim 1. The polytope B defined in (3) has a compact extended formulation.
Proof. Let I= 88si1 ti92 1 ≤ i≤ k9. Any D ∈B must satisfy Duv = 0 for any pair 8u1 v9yI. This gives us
the first set of linear constraints; from now on, we consider only demand matrices satisfying these constraints.
We index the remaining entries of D with a vector d, defined as di =Dsiti for all i. Also define Ä by i =Dsiti ;
note that these are fixed vectors.
A matrix D is in B if and only if D =∑∈çwD , for some nonnegative weights w that sum to 1, or
equivalently,
d = ∑
∈ç
wÄ
 0
But Ä = PÄ1, where P is the permutation matrix associated with , and Ä1 is the demand vector associated
with the identity permutation. Hence, D ∈B if and only if d is a convex combination of vectors in 8PÄ12  ∈
ç9; equivalently, there is some doubly stochastic matrix1 M so that
d =MÄ10
This is clearly a linear system in the unknowns, M and d.
3. Tree-demands.
3.1. The demand model. As the general robust network design problem is hard to approximate to within a
polylog factor, it is interesting to examine the universes of demand matrices for which constant approximations
are possible. The most prominent examples to date consisted of the universe of hose matrices (exactly solvable),
and more generally the class of asymmetric hose matrices (constant factor approximable) described in the
introduction (Gupta et al. [18]). In this section, we describe an 8-approximation for the class of tree-demand
matrices. This class includes the hose matrices but is incomparable to the class of asymmetric hose matrices.
Throughout, we use opt to denote the cost of an optimal solution for an instance of this problem.
Let T be a tree whose leaves are indexed by the terminals W . We will sometimes abuse notation and not
distinguish between the leaves of T and the terminals W . Each edge e of T has an associated capacity b4e5.
Definition 1. A demand matrix Dij whose rows and columns are indexed by W is called a T -demand if it
can be routed on T without violating the capacities on the edges of T . The set of T -demands defines a polytope
that we denote by UT .
The tree demand problem (for a given T ) is defined as the robust network design problem induced by G and
the universe UT . Thus, we seek an oblivious routing for the terminals which minimizes the total capacity cost
required to support all T -demands. Notice that the special case where T is a star is precisely a VPN instance,
with the marginal on terminal v given by the capacity of the edge in the star between v and the root.
The approximation algorithm we describe achieves an approximation ratio of 2 if the edges of T have unit
capacity, and a ratio of 8 for arbitrary capacities. We do not show that these bounds are tight, however; it is
possible that the algorithm described is, in fact, optimal. This is the case if the tree is a star by the VPN
theorem (Goyal et al. [12]).
An integral part of the algorithm is a facility-location type subroutine which places hubs in the network so
that subsets of terminals have low-cost routings to their local hubs. We describe this problem next.
1 A doubly stochastic matrix is a square matrix of nonnegative entries, such that every row and column sum is 1.
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3.2. A hierarchical hubbing algorithm. In this section, we describe an exact algorithm for the following
hierarchical hubbing problem which is very similar to the zero-extension problem (Karzanov [22], Calinescu
et al. [4]) on a tree. Given our capacitated tree T , find a mapping h2 V 4T 5→ V 4G5 such that h4w5=w for each
leaf w, and subject to this, we wish to minimize
∑
e=wz∈E4T 5 b4e5dG4h4w51h4z55. A solution to this problem also
defines an oblivious hierarchical routing template, where Pij (possibly nonsimple) is defined as the union of the
shortest paths between nodes h4w5, h4z5 over all edges e=wz on the unique i-j- path in T .
Recall that in the zero-extension problem we are given a set of terminals W within a weighted graph (T in
our case) and a metric on W . We wish to assign all nodes of T to terminals so as to minimize the sum, over
all edges of T , of the product of the edge weight and the distance between the terminals to which its endpoints
are assigned. If W = V 4G5, then the hubbing problem is just the zero-extension on the tree T using the metric
from G.
The hubbing problem is also a natural extension of the algorithm for the VPN problem. In the case where
T is a star, the mapping yields a tree in G. In fact, it yields the cheapest shortest path tree, where each terminal
routes to a hub node r along a shortest path.
Given a mapping for the hubbing problem, we obtain a natural oblivious routing template. For any pair i,
j ∈W , look at the path in T between the leaf nodes i and j . This path i= x11 x21 : : : 1 xt = j can now be mapped
into a (not necessarily simple) path between i and j in G, by mapping the edges x1x21 x2x31 : : : 1 xt−1xt via h to
paths from i to j via x21 x31 : : : 1 xt−1. This motivates the name “hierarchical hubbing.”
Lemma 1. An optimal hierarchical hubbing solution can be found in polynomial time.
Proof. It is clear that the solution should map an edge uv ∈E4T 5 to a shortest path between h4u5 and h4v5.
So the optimal hierarchical hub routing is determined by the map h on the vertices of T , i.e., by the positions
of the hierarchical hubs. For any subtree S of T , and any node v ∈ V , let C4S1 v5 be the cost of an optimal
hierarchical hubbing solution for S, but with the root of S mapped to node v. For S = 8i9 a leaf of T , define
C48i91 i5= 0 and C48i91 v5=  if v 6= i; i.e., mapping i to v is not valid.
We calculate these costs using dynamic programming. Let s be a node of T , and let S be the subtree rooted
at s. Label the children of s as s11 s21 : : : 1 sk, and let Si be the subtree rooted at si. Let ei denote the edge from
s to si. Suppose we know C4Si1w5 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and all nodes w ∈ V . We wish to calculate C4S1 v5 for some
v ∈ V . But the optimal location of the hub represented by si is clearly the vertex wi that minimizes C4Si1wi5+
b4ei5d4v1wi5. Then C4S1 v5 =
∑k
i=1 C4Si1wi5+ b4ei5d4v1wi5. This clearly yields a polynomial algorithm via
dynamic programming.
Remark 1. Karzanov [22] shows (with a different algorithm) polynomial solvability of a larger class of
0-extension problems that includes trees as a special case.
We mention two extensions of the problem, hub-constrained and leaf-constrained hierarchical hubbing, which
relate to other natural metrics for network design (cf. the optical design problem in Shepherd and Winzer [26]).
While we considered the issue of total bandwidth, it may also be that long paths between terminals are unde-
sirable; e.g., this could lead to transmission delays. In the hub-constrained version, each edge uv of T has
an associated bound U4u1 v5 which gives the maximum allowed distance between h4u5 and h4v5. In the leaf-
constrained version, we think of T as being rooted at some node r , and for each leaf u and node v on the path
from u to r , we require that d4h4u51h4v55≤U4u1 v5. The algorithm described above can be easily modified to
find the optimal solution subject to the version where such constraints are imposed.
3.3. Overview of the analysis. In the next section, we define a class of demand matrices Dl with the
following properties. Each Dl is associated with a so-called connected labelling of T , which in turn has an
associated oblivious template Pl. Moreover, if G has enough capacity to route a given Dl, then it also has
enough capacity to support all demands in UT via the template P
l. Unfortunately, it is not the case that every
Dl ∈UT . Instead, we define a distribution over this class of matrices such that D¯ 2= Ɛ4Dl5 lies in UT for some
constant . We show that it is actually enough to route D¯ in G. It follows that for some l, the cost of routing
Dl is within a constant factor of the optimal robust network. Finding such a Dl may be hard in general; instead,
we show that the cost of routing any Dl is at least the cost of an optimal hierarchical hub routing, which we can
find in polynomial time. Since the hierarchical hub routing is a feasible solution to the tree demand problem,
this gives an -approximation; we will demonstrate a distribution that yields = 8.
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Figure 2. A connected labelling and the associated T l obtained by contracting.
3.4. Connected labellings and hub routings.
Definition 2. A connected labelling of a tree T is a function l2 V 4T 5→W satisfying the properties that
l4w5=w for all w ∈W , and l−14w5 is connected for all w ∈W .
A connected labelling l induces a demand matrix Dl in a very natural way. Simply contract each set l−14w5
to obtain a new tree T l, with V 4T l5 = W (see Figure 2). The edges of T l determine the nonzero demands—
if ij y E4T l5, then Dlij = 0. Now consider ij ∈ E4T l5. There is a unique edge e ∈ E4T 5 that connects the
components l−14i5 and l−14j5. Define Dlij = b4e5.
The optimal solution to route just the single demand matrix Dl simply consists of routing on shortest paths.
This has a cost of C∗4Dl5=∑i1 j∈W Dlijd4i1 j5. This has an alternative interpretation that connects to hierarchical
hubbing. Recall that the hierarchical hubbing algorithm found a mapping h2 V 4T 5 → V 4G5, taking leaves to
respective terminals, and minimizing the cost
∑
wz∈E4T 5 b4wz5d4h4w51h4z55. This means that the optimal solution
for the single matrix Dl is exactly a hierarchical hubbing solution where we enforce h4w5= l4w5 for each node
w ∈ V 4T 5. It follows that:
Lemma 2. For any connected labelling l, the hierarchical hubbing solution for T costs no more than the
optimal routing for Dl.
Let Q be any routing of Dl (although we could assume a shortest path routing), and let uQ be the edge capacity
(i.e., induced edge load) vector associated with this static routing. We define a routing template as follows. For
any given pair u, v of terminals, consider the path between u and v in T l; let it be v0v1: : : vm, where v0 = u and
vm = v. Then for each edge vivi+1 of this path, there is an associated route Qvivi+1 in Q. We define Puv to be a
simple u-v-path contained in the union Qvv1 ∪Qv1v2 ∪ · · · ∪Qvm−1v, and take Pl to be the routing template given
by the Puv.
Lemma 3. The capacities uQ are enough to support the routing of any D ∈UT via Pl.
Proof. Let D be any T -demand, and let f be any edge of G. Let E ′ be the set of edges e= ij in T l such
that Qe contains f . Note that since T
l was obtained from T by contracting edges, we can think of e as an
edge in T also. A pair u, v uses path Qe as part of their routing Puv if e separates u and v in T . Let S4e5
denote the set of such terminal pairs. Then the total load induced on edge f by demand D via Pl is at most∑
e∈E′
∑
uv∈S4e5Duv ≤
∑
e∈E′ b4e5. The last inequality follows by definition of a tree demand: the total demand
from D across any edge e ∈ T cannot exceed b4e5. Since Dlij = b4ij5 for each edge ij ∈ E4T l5, the total load
does not exceed
∑
ij∈E′ Dlij ≤ uQ4f 5 as required.
3.5. Distributions over connected labellings. For any connected labelling l, Dl induces a load on edges in
the original T . For edge e = uv ∈ E4T 5, this is ∑ij∈S4e5Dlij , where, recall that S4e5 is the set of terminal pairs
separated by e in T . If l4u5 6= l4v5, then the only pair in S4e5 with nonzero demand in Dl is between l4u5 and
l4v5, and this gives a load of b4e5. For other edges, the load may generally exceed the edge’s capacity b4e5, and
so Dl may not be a valid T -demand (e.g., see Figure 2). But suppose we manage to find a distribution so that
the expected load on any edge of T exceeds its capacity only by a constant factor . Then consider the demand
matrix D¯ obtained by averaging the demand matrices Dl over this distribution, i.e., the demand matrix given
by D¯ij = Ɛ4Dlij5. The demand D¯/ does not exceed any edge capacity, and so is a feasible T -demand. Thus the
cost to optimally route the single matrix D¯/ (which we denote by C∗4D¯/5) is a lower bound on the cost of
opt; i.e., C∗4D¯5≤  · opt. Since static routings are on shortest paths, we have a simple formula for C∗4D¯5:
Claim 2. C∗4D¯5= Ɛ4C∗4Dl55.
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Proof. We know that the optimal solution to route the fixed demand matrix D consists of adding together
shortest paths between each pair, weighted by the appropriate entry of the demand matrix. Thus
C∗4D¯5= ∑
i1 j∈W
D¯ijd4i1 j50 (4)
The same is true for any of the Dl:
C∗4Dl5= ∑
i1 j∈W
Dlijd4i1 j50
Taking expectations of both sides and then using (4), we obtain
Ɛ4C∗4Dl55 = ∑
i1 j∈W
Ɛ4Dlij5d4i1 j5
= ∑
i1 j∈W
D¯ijd4i1 j5
= C∗4D¯50
It follows from this claim that there must be some l such that C∗4Dl5 ≤ C∗4D5. By Lemma 2, the cost
of a solution to the hierarchical hubbing algorithm is at most the cost of routing any fixed Dl. Since any
hierarchical hubbing solution yields an oblivious template whose cost to support demands in UT is the same as
the hierarchical hubbing cost, we would thus obtain a factor -approximation for the tree demand problem.
3.6. Expected loads for a distribution. We will now define a distribution over connected labellings of T
with the desired properties. We must first consider the loads induced by a fixed Dl.
Consider an arbitrary edge e = uv ∈ E4T 5. Let Le and Re be the leaf sets of the two components of T \8e9,
with u in the same component as Le and v in the same component as Re. It is useful for us to give an orientation
to the edges. Orient e from u to v, and orient all other edges to be consistent with this. In other words, for each
edge f in the component Le, orient f to point towards e, and for f in Re, orient away from e. Call the arcs in
this orientation Ae4T 5.
First, we need to calculate the load for a fixed connected labelling l. Consider the contracted tree T l defined
earlier, which in turn defines Dl. Edges in T l correspond to nonzero demands between the terminals of the
labels of the endpoints. Every edge f in T l which has one endpoint labelled with a terminal i ∈ Le and the other
endpoint labelled by a terminal j ∈ Re, contributes to the load of e. These are the only demands in Dl that do.
The contribution of f is exactly the capacity of the unique edge f ′ between the components l−14i5 and l−14j5
in T .
So the total contribution is∑
f ′∈E4T 5
b4f ′5 · 1(one endpoint of f ′ has label in Le , the other in Re5 =
∑
4x1 y5∈Ae4T 5
b4xy5 · 1l4x5∈Le∧l4y5∈Re 0
Now consider any distribution over the labellings. We are interested in the average, i.e., expected, load on
edges of T . By linearity of expectations, this is∑
4x1 y5∈Ae4T 5
b4xy5
(
l4x5 ∈ Le ∧ l4y5 ∈Re
)= ∑
4x1 y5∈Ae4T 5
b4xy5
(
4l4y5 ∈Re5−4l4x5 ∈Re5
)
0 (5)
This follows since there are only three possible events for the pair x, y: (i) l4x5, l4y5 ∈ Le, (ii) l4x5 ∈ Le,
l4y5 ∈Re, or (iii) l4x5, l4y5 ∈Re.
We now describe a particular distribution of connected labellings. We show that in the case where b4e5= 1
for all e ∈ E4T 5, this produces an expected load of 2, and hence the hierarchical hubbing algorithm is a
2-approximation. For general capacities, this distribution does not yield a constant expected load; however, it is
the starting point for constructing a distribution that does.
Define the random labelling l using a coupled random walk scheme as follows. First, pick an arbitrary nonleaf
node of T to be the root; call it r . For every nonleaf node s, pick one of its children at random, weighting the
choices according to the edge capacities, and draw an arrow to it from s. Now, for any node s of T , define l4s5
to be the terminal reached by following the arrows from s. This clearly gives a (random) connected labelling.
Fix an edge e ∈ E4T 5. We must compute the expected load on e, as given in Equation (5). Let us choose to
orient e away from the root, so that Re is the component of T \8e9 below e, i.e., not containing the root. It is
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x1
x0
r = xt
x2
ReLe
e
b1
b2
B1
B2
Figure 3. Calculating the expected load on edge e.
clear that any edges below e do not contribute to the sum, since walks from both endpoints of such an edge
would definitely end up in Re (the walks cannot go up the tree). Likewise, any edge that is not on, or touching,
the path from e to the root cannot contribute—walks from both endpoints would end up in Le.
Now label the nodes on the path from e to the root by x01 x11 : : : 1 xt = r , with e = x1x0. Let Bi be the sum
of the capacities of the downward edges from xi, and write bi 2= b4xixi−15 (see Figure 3).
There are two types of edges to consider:
• An edge of the form xixi−1 contributes
bi
(
4l4xi−15 ∈Re5−4l4xi5 ∈Re5
)
= bi
(
Bi/bi ·4l4xi5 ∈Re5−4l4xi5 ∈Re5
)
= 4Bi − bi54l4xi5 ∈Re50
• An edge of the form g = zxi, where z is a child of xi, not equal to xi−1. Then g contributes
b4g5
(
4l4xi5 ∈Re5−4l4z5 ∈Re5
)= b4g54l4xi5 ∈Re51
since l4z5 ∈ Le. If we sum the contributions of all the edges (other than xixi−1) hanging from xi, we thus obtain
4Bi − bi54l4xi5 ∈Re50
Summing the contributions of all these edges, we find that the expected load on edge e is exactly
t∑
i=1
24Bi − bi54l4xi5 ∈Re5= 2
t∑
i=1
4Bi − bi5
i∏
j=1
bj
Bj
0 (6)
3.7. Trees with unit capacities. If b4e5 = 1 for all e ∈ E4T 5, then we have from Equation (6) that the
expected load on any edge is at most
2
t∑
i=1
4Bi − 15
i∏
j=1
1
/
Bj = 2
t∑
i=1
i−1∏
j=1
1
/
Bj − 2
t∑
i=1
i∏
j=1
1
/
Bj = 2 − 2
t∏
j=1
1
/
Bj ≤ 20
So D¯/2 ∈UT , as claimed.
3.8. Trees with arbitrary capacities. The same distribution does not work for arbitrary capacities. A com-
plete binary tree of height h, with all edges at height i having capacity 2i + 1, can easily be shown to have an
expected load of O4logh5 on a leaf edge.
Instead, we proceed as follows. Consider any edge e= xy in T with x higher in T (with respect to the root)
than y. If
b4e5≥ ∑
e′∈T 4y5\8e9
b4e′51 (7)
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then UT is not changed even if we work with the tree T
′ obtained by contracting e. Thus we may assume that
no such edges exist at the outset. We look at an approximate form of this inequality to eliminate problematic
edges in T . Call an edge e ∈ T wide if it satisfies b4e5≥ 12
∑
e′∈T 4y5\8e9 b4e
′5. Find a lowest-level wide edge and
contract it. Note that since (7) does not occur for any such edge, we have that this contraction will not create
any new wide edges. (However, an edge that was wide may no longer be so after this contraction.) Repeat this
process, each time picking a lowest-level wide edge with respect to the current tree, until we obtain a tree Tˆ
with no wide edges. Let UTˆ be the associated demand polytope. Since we only contracted some subset of the
wide edges of T , one easily checks that for any D ∈ UTˆ , D/2 ∈ UT . Thus the optimal solution to route all
Tˆ -demands costs at most twice the optimal solution routing all T -demands.
We now return to the analysis for the expected load with the additional assumption that there are no wide
edges. In this case, we have bi ≤ Bi−1/2, for all i≥ 2 and so
i∏
j=1
bj
Bj
≤ b1
B1
B1/2
B2
B2/2
B3
· · · Bi−1/2
Bi
= b1
2i−1Bi
0
Thus the total expected load on edge e is
2
t∑
i=1
4Bi − bi52−4i−15
b1
Bi
≤ 4b1 = 4b4e51
and so the congestion of e is at most a factor of 4. Thus we achieve a factor of 4 with respect to the optimal
routing for UTˆ , giving a factor 8 approximation to the T -demand problem.
4. RND for H -topes and tree embeddings. We first discuss an interesting and broader class of robust
network design problems. We then show how our algorithm for RND with T -topes can sometimes be used to
yield constant factor approximations in this larger class of problems.
4.1. RND for H -topes. Suppose we are given an instance of RND with an undirected topology G and
whose demand universe consists of the set of demand matrices that are (fractionally) routable on some given
capacitated graph H . In other words, we are asking to design a network on G’s topology that can support any
traffic pattern which is routable in H . We call the polytope of such demands routable in H the H -tope and
denote this by UH . Obviously, H -topes strictly generalize the hose matrices and T -topes.
The other notable instance where a constant factor approximation is known for RND is in the asymmetric
hose setting (Gupta et al. [18]). In this case, each node i has two bounds b−4i5, b+4i5, on its ingress/egress
capacities. The underlying topology G is still undirected; however, each Dij , Dji represent distinct demands.
One easily reduces this problem to the case where for each node one of b−4i5, b+4i5 is 0, and is hence either a
sender or a receiver. Thus the class of asymmetric hose matrices can be represented as an H -tope induced by a
directed H . There is a central hub h, each sender has a directed arc to h, and each receiver has a directed arc
from h. It is natural to ask whether our constant factor results hold also for directed trees H ; this remains open.
4.2. A reduction via metric embeddings. In some cases, one can (approximately) represent UH via
T -topes, and hence our 8-approximation algorithm can be used to give a constant factor approximation for
such H -topes. More specifically, suppose that there is a constant-congestion stochastic embedding of H into
trees as defined below. We define a probability distribution T over trees whose leaf nodes are precisely V 4H5.
In addition, associated to each T there is a mapping of the internal nodes of T to V 4H5, and a mapping of each
e ∈ E4T 5 to a path in H between the images of the endpoints of e. Denote this path by T 4e5; it need not be
simple. This induces a mapping from E4H5 to paths in H : namely, if e ∈H , and P is the unique path joining
the endpoints of e in T , then the associated path is T 4e5=⋃f∈P T 4f 5. This can be viewed as a vector, where
T 4e5f gives the number of occurrences of f in the path T 4e5. The load of this map on some edge e ∈ H is
loadT 4e5=
∑
f∈H u4f 5T 4f 5e, where u4f 5 is the capacity of f in H . In other words, it is the total capacity that
gets mapped to e. The congestion of e under the map T is then conT 4e5 = loadT 4e5/u4e5. A low-congestion
embedding is one where
∑
T T conT 4e5=O415 for each edge.
In a breakthrough paper by Räcke [25] (also cf. Andersen and Feige [1]) an equivalence is shown between
low-congestion embeddings and low-distortion embeddings. The latter concept is more widely studied and better
understood; it asks for maps that bound the stretch on distances between pairs of nodes (distortion). In particular,
the existence of constant distortion tree-embeddings for outerplanar graphs (Gupta et al. [19]) immediately
implies constant congestion tree-embeddings for this class. (Unfortunately this does not apply much further, since
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series parallel graphs do not enjoy such embeddings.) Similarly, there exist constant congestion tree embeddings
for graphs of bounded pathwidth, via the constant distortion results of Lee and Sidiropoulos [23].
We now show that such embeddings can be used to decompose a given H -tope. For each tree T in the
distribution, and each edge e ∈ T , we look at its fundamental cut as induced in H , in other words, the partition Se,
V − Se of H induced by T − e. For the edge e, we use uT 4e5 = u4H4Se55 to define a capacity on e. These
capacities induce the T -tope, UT . It follows that any demand routable in H (indeed, any demand satisfying the
cut condition) is also routable in UT .
Next, define U =
∑
T TUT , where
∑
T T = 1, ≥ 0. For any demand matrix D routable in H , the demand
TD lies in TUT . Hence, D lies in U. Conversely, suppose that some demand matrix D lies in U. Then
D can be carved up as D =∑T TDT , where each DT ∈UT . Consider routing DT in H using the T -map from
H into H . This induces a congestion of at most conT 4e5 on each edge e of H . Hence, taking the  combination
of these flows results in a routing of D in H with congestion O415. Thus,
UH ⊆U ⊆O415UH 0
It is thus sufficient to find a constant factor approximation to RND for U. We show that this may be done
using our 8-approximation for RND on T -topes. The first step is to find the appropriate tree decomposition.
This can also be assumed to be of polynomial size (Charikar et al. [5]).
For each T in the decomposition, define DT 1 l according to the distribution defined in §3. We work with a
new distribution where DT 1 l is chosen with the same probability, scaled back by T . It follows that
D¯= ƐT 1 l6DT 1 l7=
∑
T
T Ɛl6D
T 1 l7 ∈ 8∑T UT = 8U0
Hence an optimal cost (fractional, shortest path) routing for D¯ is at most 8 · opt. Moreover, an optimal cost
routing is equal to the convex combination (using T and individual T -distributions) of optimal cost routings
for the DT 1 l. Hence there is some DT 1 l whose cost to route in G is at most 8 · opt. As seen in Lemma 2, the
optimal hierarchical hubbing solution for T costs no more than the optimal cost routing of any individual DT 1 l.
Moreover, such a routing for a T , l pair, for any T , yields a feasible capacity reservation vector for UH . This
follows simply because UH ⊆UT for any T . This completes the argument.
It is worth emphasizing that if the topology graph G itself admits an O415-congestion tree embedding, then an
O415-approximation for any (polytime separable) demand universe is possible. This follows similarly to Gupta’s
O4logn5-approximation for general RND, and is spelled out in the final section of Goyal et al. [13].
5. Conclusion. We have described an algorithm that guarantees a robust network design for the class of
tree-demands that is within a factor of 8 of the optimal (in fact, within a factor of 8 of the optimal dynamic
solution). But it may even be the case that the algorithm always gives an optimal solution—we are not aware
of a counterexample. The VPN theorem (Goyal et al. [12]) implies that this is true in the case that T is a star;
it could be that a generalized VPN conjecture holds for T -topes. Another interesting direction discussed in the
last section is whether RND for directed H -topes admits an O415-approximation.
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